PERSPECTIVES
IDEAS AND OPINIONS

The Sound
and the Fury
BU PROFESSORS SAY SUING STUDENTS
WON’T CURE RECORD INDUSTRY’S BLUES
BY CHRIS BERDIK
LAST SUMMER, lawyers for two

Boston University students
charged with online music
piracy needed an expert witness. The students were being
sued by the Recording Industry Association of America
(RIAA), which represents most
major record labels and believes that music piracy threatens the heart of a creative
industry. Its copyright enforcement efforts have tagged
thousands of college students
as lawbreakers and spawned
legislation that could force
universities to crack down on
their students’ computer network use or risk losing federal
ﬁ nancial aid funding.
The lawyers for the BU students turned to Azer Bestavros,
a College of Arts and Sciences
computer science professor,
who along with Leo Reyzin,
a CAS associate professor of
computer science, has spoken
out publicly against the association’s increasingly aggressive
tactics. Bestavros believes that
the RIAA has the right to prosecute copyright infringers. But
he and Reyzin contend that
the group’s enforcement meth-
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ods are inexact and counterproductive and that copyright
laws themselves are out of sync
with the realities of computer
technology.
Bestavros provided sworn
testimony in the case against
the students, which remains before the court as of this writing.
It is just one battle in a war over
music sharing that — contrary
to what many believe — did not
end in 2001 when a court order
brought down Napster. In fact,
the ﬁ ght over downloads grows
only ﬁercer as more decentralized peer-to-peer (P2P) services
sprout up, broadband connections make ﬁ le swapping faster
and easier, and the era when
music had to be bought on CDs
(or dubbed onto cassettes) fades
from memory.
A LITIGATION CAMPAIGN
The RIAA has sued about 100
BU students since fall 2004,
according to the University’s
Ofﬁce of the General Counsel.
In the case that brought the
computer scientists into the digital copyright debate, the RIAA
charged that the BU students
were distributing copyrighted

material by joining a P2P service and putting songs into
shared folders on their computers, thereby making the music
available to every member of
that P2P network.
The RIAA compiles such
charges by hiring an Internet
security ﬁ rm to stake out P2P
sites, such as LimeWire, and to
pose as just another user looking for some free tunes. When
the security ﬁ rm ﬁ nds a shared
folder containing copyrighted
music, it downloads copies and
logs the day, time, and the IP
address (an identiﬁer for computers or routers in a network)
of the machine that serves up
the goods, thereby sealing the
distribution charge.
When BU’s Ofﬁce of Information Technology receives
notiﬁcations of infringement
from RIAA security contractors, it forwards them to the
network users in question. BU is
ﬁfteenth on the list of the twentyﬁve universities receiving the
most cease-and-desist notices
from the RIAA.
The next step up on the
RIAA’s enforcement ladder is
the prelitigation letter. The association began sending these
letters in February 2007 at a
rate of about 400 a month; BU
students have received about
125 of them, warning alleged
copyright infringers of the
possibility of a lawsuit unless
those accused agree to an outof-court settlement of between
$3,000 and $6,000.
Then comes the lawsuit
itself. Before it can sue for damages — the minimum penalty
is $750 per song — the industry
group must subpoena universities for the names of students
registered to the IP addresses
identiﬁed in its sweeps of P2P
sites.
While the RIAA maintains
that its litigation campaign is an
effective deterrent, Bestavros
and Reyzin say it’s capricious.
They argue that the practice of
identifying computer users by
IP address is too unreliable to
use as a basis for prosecution,
because these addresses are
linked to computers or routers,
not to people. Wireless con-
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nections, for instance, can put “ I would
multiple users online through
be very
a single IP address. And while
concerned
BU forbids wireless routers
about
in its residential network, and
University network guidelines
accusing
state that registered users
somebody
are responsible for any use of
with a one in
their account, Bestavros says a
a thousand
tech-savvy student could relaprobability
tively easily “spoof an innocent
that I’m
student’s computer address” in
order to ﬁ le share.
wrong.”
—Azer Bestavros
“I would be very concerned
about accusing somebody with
a one in a thousand probability
that I’m wrong,” he says. “This
is not like DNA evidence.”
Plus, Bestavros says, rather
than stopping ﬁ le sharing, RIAA
enforcement is simply accelerating the adoption of technologies that are more difﬁcult to
track and increasing the use of
more private networks, such as

e-mail or instant messaging, to
share music.
Then there’s the question
of why the RIAA focuses so
much on college students. RIAA
spokesperson Cara Duckworth
says that research indicates
that a disproportionate amount
of music sharing is being done
on college campuses. She cites
a 2006 survey by the college
market research ﬁ rm Student
Monitor in which more than
half of student respondents said
they download illegally.
At least one BU student who
has been pursued by the RIAA
believes the industry targets
college students because they
are easy to scare. In February,
Paul Sawaya (CAS’10) received
a 200-page demand from the
RIAA that he shut down the
“Jukebox” application he’d created for Facebook, which al-

lowed people to post a playlist
of links to music hosted on
another site. After seeking legal advice and ﬁ nally tracking
down an RIAA representative,
Sawaya learned that he could
keep the application active if
he deleted links to songs that
the RIAA listed as protected
by copyright.
“The RIAA played on my ignorance of the law, hoping that
I would just shut down my site,”
he says.
A PIRACY PREDICAMENT
Of course, exactly what digital
copyright law allows is still being hashed out in the courts.
The RIAA initially claimed that
it could prove that the music
ﬁ les hosted by the BU students
were themselves illegal copies.
Bestavros disagreed, writing
in a sworn statement last July,
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“It is not possible to distinguish
between a music ﬁ le obtained
from a licensed, legal source
(e.g., original CD) and the same
music ﬁ le obtained illegally (e.g.,
through ﬁ le sharing).”
The RIAA’s other charge,
that the BU students were
distributing copyrighted music simply by making the ﬁ les
available online, has met with
different responses in different courts. But Bestavros and
Reyzin worry about the implications of prosecuting people for
“making available” copyrighted
material. After all, Reyzin noted
at a recent BU panel discussion on digital copyright, “the
main purpose of a computer is
to copy and move information
from place to place.”
Reyzin and Bestavros are
also critical of federal legislation supported by the RIAA that
would push universities to institute either subscription-based
music services or more aggressive ﬁ ltering of P2P trafﬁc on
their networks or risk losing
federal ﬁ nancial aid funding.
As of this writing, that legislation has passed the House
and is being considered by a
Senate committee.
Not only do such mandates
require a huge investment in
technology and personnel,
Bestavros says, but deputizing school administrators as
copyright enforcers puts a university in “a weird position” —
policing rather than educating
its students.
The bottom line, Bestavros
argues, is that the industry
can’t enforce its way out of
its piracy predicament. Continued attempts to do so will
spur the development of new
ﬁ le-sharing networks and
new means to encrypt and
cloak network user identity,
leading to an Internet “arms
race” with plenty of collateral
damage — falsely accused students, improperly ﬁ ltered online communication, wasted
resources, and stiﬂed innovation — but no solution to illegal downloads. To truly end
music ﬁ le sharing that way,
Bestavros says, “you’re going
to have to cut the wire.”
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A Terrible
Beauty
JAMES WINN LOOKS AT THE POETRY OF WAR,
FROM HOMER TO SPRINGSTEEN BY BARI WALSH
POETS FROM Homer to Whitman to
Bob Dylan have found a powerful subject in war. Poetry has
comforted, condemned, praised,
and mourned, articulating the
contradictions of war’s brutality
and nobility. And poets do more
than help us make sense of past
conﬂicts, as James Winn, a College
of Arts and Sciences professor of
English, argues in his new book,
The Poetry of War (Cambridge
University Press). Reading great
poetry, he writes, can act as an
antidote to “the mindless simpliﬁcations of war propaganda,”
making us wiser judges of present
battles. As violence rages today
in Iraq, Sudan, and Gaza, poetry
gives us a language to describe
and transcend the horror.
What can poetry tell us about
war that news accounts or
history books cannot?

For journalists, and even for historians, war is a contest. One side
wins, the other loses; the balance
of power in some part of the world
may change as a result. But poetry
is an ideal form for expressing
ambiguity, and thus for describing
the heroism of the vanquished,
the intolerable cost of so-called
victory, and above all, the complex
and contradictory feelings of all
those touched by war.
You organize your book thematically, with sections on honor,
shame, empire, chivalry, comradeship, and liberty. How do
those themes help us understand
the poets’ experience of war?

Well, all of those themes recur in
different cultures and languages,
and at different times, and while
I always want to respect the particularity of those circumstances,

I’ve also learned a lot by setting
what Homer says about shame
next to poems of shame from the
Vietnam era, or by thinking about
the way eighteenth-century poets
created the myth of liberty that
politicians still invoke today, even
though the politicians have no
idea where the ideas they are
using originated.
As their world recedes from our
own, ancient poets are sometimes perceived as triumphalists
or spinners of highly glossed
adventure yarns. And yet, as you
say, Homer tells some “terrible
truths” about the horrors of the
battleﬁeld.

It would be a gross misreading
to call Homer a triumphalist. His
sympathy for the losers is strong
and clear, and among the terrible
truths he expresses is the emptiness of victory. As his original
hearers knew, the victorious Greek
general Agamemnon would come
home to ﬁnd his wife living with
another man and would promptly
be murdered by her. Virgil is a
more complex case. He was writing at the request of the emperor
Augustus, and his poem praises
the Romans as a people destined
to rule the world. At the same time,
however, Virgil’s poem is deeply
sensitive to the cost of empire, the
loss of freedom that comes with
conquest.
Talk about how wartime poets
evoke beauty from violent and
bloody scenes.

For poets in many periods, war
was a prime instance of the
sublime, an experience bringing together awe, terror, power,
and reverence on a grand scale.
When Yeats writes of the “terrible
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